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Jekto®Schneckenpumpe M-6
Injection and delivery pump for preservation of structures

Jekto®Schneckenpumpe M-6 is a universal useable, powerful and handy machine
for injection cement, sealing slurry, finishing coat, thick coating, joint compounds,
structural colour and similar products.

Jekto®Schnecken-
pumpe M-6: Handy,

light and high
performance
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Jekto®Schneckenpumpe M-6 is a powerful, robust and handy Maschine for multiple
use in preservation of structure and reconstruction of buildings. You can inject ce-
ment suspensions and injection mortars, sealing membranes, thick coatings, spatt-
le compounds or finishing coat. You can also cast joints.

The machine can be disassemble into 3 parts without tools, it is light-weight and
fits into ever car.

 Product data

Motor 1,8 kW | 230V  | 50 HZ
Motor control unit Continuously varialble, by frequency

inverter
Gear box Right-/left-hand motion switchable
Power cable 3 mtr
Weight 25 kg
Rotation speed 60 - 470 U/Min
Pump system Screw pump
Delivery rate 0,5 - 6 Litres / Min or 1,5 - 14 Litres / Min
Draw Approx. 30 Meter (depending on material)
Pressure Max. 20 bar
Reservoir 30 litres or 60 litres
Hose length 5 meters

Attention, the pump is electric, the spray head needs compressed air supply (min
200 l/min). The control unit and regulation of the machine can be controlled by re-
mote controle.

These technical information describe the present-day state
of knowledge these product. They should only inform about
the possibilities of application and could not release the ap-
plicator of his commitment to check the possibility to use
the product for the required application. Information for
processing can be found in processing instructions of our
product. Information about safe handling can be found in
our current safety data sheet.
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